
CLIPSENING                                                                                          Listening through videoclips       

Video #045: 10 more amazing bets you will always win (5)

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4VG2bOaHMog&feature=youtu.be     

Level: 3-4 ESO Variety: British

Student name: ____________________________________ Group: _______ Date: _________

Objectives:

• imperative • vocabulary expansion

                                                  

BEFORE (5') Activity 1. You are going to watch a video with 10 tricks. At the end of the class 

you will have to vote for the best 3 tricks. 3 points for the best, 2 for the second best and 1 for

the third. 

LISTENING (10') Activity 2. Translate into Spanish:

[Trick 1]

icecube  → 

thread  → 

_______________________

_______________________

pour some salt  → 

lift  → 

_______________________

_______________________

[Trick 2]

piece of card  → 

upside down  → 

_______________________

_______________________

slide away  → _______________________

[Trick 3]

four matches  → _______________________ tiny square in the centre → _______________________

[Trick 4]

fist  → 

easy  → 

_______________________

_______________________

impossible  → 

hold up your thumb  → 

_______________________

_______________________

[Trick 5]

box of matches  → 

empty  → 

_______________________

_______________________

mix up boxes  → 

up your sleeve  → 

_______________________

_______________________

[Trick 6]

a note  → 

on top  → 

_______________________

_______________________

remove the bottle without 

touching it  → _______________________

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4VG2bOaHMog&feature=youtu.be


[Trick 7]

show this equation  → 

it’s all about time  → 

_______________________

_______________________

add one line  → _______________________

[Trick 8]

paper  → 

cut a hole  → 

_______________________

_______________________

10 pence coin  → 

fold the paper in half  → 

_______________________

_______________________

[Trick 9]

scissors  → 

a piece of string  → 

_______________________

_______________________

hold the end of the string →  _______________________

[Trick 10]

make their drink disappear → 

close their eyes   → 

_______________________

_______________________

vanish  → _______________________

AFTER (10') Activity 3. Vote! 3 points for the best, 2 for the second best and 1 for the third. 

• 3 points  trick number→ _____ [the best!]

• 2 points  trick number→ _____

• 1 points  trick number→ _____

Activity 4. 

In pairs (or groups of three) prepare a table and choose a trick to do. Practice and perform it in

front of the class. CHALLENGE: How much English can you use?


